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Numerical Integration over the Spherical Shell

1. Introduction. Numerical integration over three-dimensional regions has re-

ceived relatively little attention. The papers listed in the bibliography give the

work on this subject known to the author. With regards the sphere, Hammer and

Wymore [6], have given formulas with specific polynomial accuracy. This paper

gives a formula for arbitrarily high polynomial accuracy and generalizes the re-

gion to the spherical shell.

2. Type of formula. The type of formula considered is a weighted sum of

integrand values

///
fix, y, z)dxdydz = £ a</(x<, y,-, z,-),

where the dot over the equals sign is meant to signify that in general the right

hand side will only be an approximation to the left hand side. The region under

consideration is the spherical shell of inner radius R and outer radius one. By a

theorem of Hammer and Wymore [7], a formula over any region which is an affine

transformation of this spherical shell can be easily obtained. The criterion used

to determine the weights, <z¿, and the points, (*<, y<, z<), is that the formula shall

be exact whenever the integrand function is a polynomial in x, y, and z of degree

at most s.

A numerical integration formula, whether it be in one, two, or more variables,

is said to have accuracy s provided the formula is exact whenever the integrand

function is a polynomial of degree s or less, and provided there exists at least one

polynomial of degree s + 1 for which the formula is not exact.

3. Numerical integration over the spherical shell. We first transform the

problem to one in spherical coordinates. Under the transformation

x = r sin <f> cos 0

y = r sin <f> sin 0

z = r cos <t>

the integral / / / fix, y, z)dxdydz over the spherical shell with inner radius R

and outer radius one can be written as

/Xfr2 sin <(>Fie, 4, r)dBd(t>dr,

where Fid, <t>, r) = fir sin <j> cos 6, r sin <t> sin 6, r cos <f>). Since any formula for the

integral in rectangular form is to be exact whenever the integrand function is a

polynomial of degree at most s in x, y, and z, any formula for the integral in

spherical form must be exact whenever F(0, <t>, r) is a polynomial of degree at most

s in r sin <j> cos 0, r sin <t> sin 6, and r cos <¡>. The type of formula we attempt to find

is

(1) 1 "   I   I    I     r2 sin 4>F(6, <t>, r)d6d<f>dr = ZZZ DtflJtyt, <*>/, r*),
JrJ° Jo i    i   k
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which is a weighted sum of integrand values where the limits on i, j, and k are to

be determined. We now state the main result of this paper in the following

theorem.

Theorem. If it be required that

(a) formula (1) have accuracy s = 4m + 3, m = 0, 1, 2, • • •, in r sin 0 cos 0,

r sin 0 sin 6, and r cos 0,

(b) the evaluation points be taken at all intersection points of the planes 0 = 0,-,

the planes 0 = 0,-, and the spheres r = rk,

(c) the evaluation points under this configuration be minimum in number,

then it is both necessary and sufficient for the existence of a unique set of real weights

Dak that

(a) 6i = 2*i/{s + 1),* - 1,2, ••-,* + 1,
(b) the cos <t> j be the 2m + 2 zeros of the Legendre polynomial Pïm+i of degree

2m + 2, orthogonalized on [ —1, 1],

(c) the rk2 be the m + 1 zeros of the polynomial in r2 of degree m + 1, Qm+i(r2),

where Jr rQm+i(r2)Tm(r2)dr2 = 2 ¡l r2Qm+1(r2)Tm(r2)dr = 0, and where

Tm(r2) is an arbitrary polynomial in r2 of degree m or less.

The unique weights Dijk are equal to AiB,Ck where

2ir
A i = ——-,    i = 1, 2, •• -, s + 1,

s + 1

5'- = P^TTT  f ^^ *>> J » 1. 2,   • -, 2« + 2,7W2(y,) J-i y — ji

r 1 fl r2Qm+i(r2)
Ck = n'   .í.-2-t   /   ~r~ZTdr> k = 1,2, ■■-, m -\   1,

or

Q'm+i(n2)  JB   r2 - r,2

Vt Qm+i{t)
Tm+l(tk)  Jrî

dt, where / = r2.
2Q'm+l(tk) Jr*      t  —  tk

In the first expression for Ck, the notation (?¿,+1(r*2) indicates a derivative with

respect to r2.

Proof. Because of the arrangement of the points we have chosen, we write the

left hand part of (1) as

7 =   /   r2 ¡' sin *  /** F(6, <f>, r)dBd<tdr.

Now define

which gives

77(4», r) =   I     F(Ö, 0, r)¿«,

G(r) = ■   /    sin 077(0, r)¿0,

f»C(r)ár.
-/:
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We now look for three formulas, namely

(2) Hi*, r) =   [" Fid, 4,, r)dd =  È^F^, <t>, r),
Jo ¿=i

(3) Gir) =   [' sin <*>2T(<*>, r)d<t> = ¿ B ¡Hfr,-, r),
Jo i-i

(4) I =   i' r*Gir)dr =  ¿ CkGirk).
J R jfc-l

When these three formulas have been obtained, we will combine them to obtain

formula (1) with Dijk = AiBjCu-

Formula (2)

Hi<fi, r) =   I      Fie, 4>, r)dO = ¿ A^e*, <t>, r).
J o ,_1

The number p is to be determined, and this formula must be exact whenever

Fie, <f>, r) is a polynomial of degree s in r sin <¡> cos 0, r sin (¡> sin 0, and r cos <t>.

Since r and $ are parameters here, we can require formula (2) to be exact whenever

F is a polynomial of degree s in cos 0 and sin 0, and hence whenever F = 1,

cos 0, sin 0, cos 20, sin 20, ■ • •, cos s0, sin s0. This leads to a system of 2s + 1

equations

-i:

Clrr

A!+ Ä2+ ■■■ + Ap =   I      Ue = 2t

[2*
Ai cos /0i + Ai cos ¿02 + • • • + A. cos Í0_ =   /     cos t6de = 0

^4i sin <0i + 42 sin i02 + • • • + Ap sin /0p =   /     sin tedO = 0

for t = 1, 2, ••• , s.

One solution to this system (a sufficient condition that formula (2) have ac-

curacy s with minimum p) is given by

P = s + 1

Ai = -J-,        i = 1,2, ••• ,s + 1
5+1

ö» = ^eV       « = 1,2, ••• ,5 + 1.5 +  1

The requirement that the A i be real leads to the conclusion that this is the only

solution up to a rotation. (For the idea which led to this result, I am grateful to

Professor Fritz Herzog.) The above is therefore a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that formula (2) have accuracy 5 in r sin <t> cos 0, r sin <t> sin 0, and r cos <t>.

Formula (3)

Gir)  = /    sin <t>Hi<t>, r)d<j> = ¿ 2* ,#(*,, r)

The number g has to be determined, and this formula, like (2), must be exact

whenever P(0, <t>, r) is a polynomial of degree 5 in r sin <t> cos 0, r sin 0 sin 0, and

r cos 4>- Considering the definition of Hi<t>, r), formula (3) must therefore be exact

whenever /?(<£, r) is a polynomial of degree 5 in cos 4>. This leads to a system of
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s + 1 equations

2?i cos '0i + B2 cos '02 + • • • +73, cos '0S =   /    sin 0 cos '<j>d<t>
Jo

for / = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ,5. Putting cos 0 = y, these equations become

Bryi' + 7%2' + • • • + Bgy,' =  J    y'dy.

The unique solution to this system for minimum q has been given by Gauss [4]

and is

5  +   1
q = ii-± = 2m + 2,

y i = cos 0,- = the q = 2m + 2 zeros of the Legendre polynomial P2m+2 of

degree 2m -f- 2, orthogonalized on [—1, 1].

P2m+2(y,)   /-i y - y i

where P' means the derivative of P with respect to y.

Formula (4)

7=   [^ r*G{r)dr = ¿ C*G(r4).
7« ¿-i

Again, the number z> has to be determined, and this formula, like (2) and (3), must

be exact whenever F(d, <j>, r) is a polynomial of degree s in r sin 0 cos 6, r sin 0

sin 8, and r cos 0. From the definition of G(r), formula (4) must be exact when-

ever G{r) is a polynomial in r2 of degree (s — l)/2 = 2m + 1. Putting g(r2) =

G{r), formula (4) can be written

27 =   f1 rg(r2)dr2 = ¿ 2C*g(r42).
J R k-1

The unique solution for the Ck and the rk for minimum v is given by Szegö [11]

and is

v = m + 1,

rk2 = the m + 1 zeros of the polynomial in r2 of degree m + 1, Qm+i(r2),

where T rQm+1(r2)Tm(r2)dr2 = 2 j\2Qm+1(r2)Tm(r2)dr = 0, and

where Tm{r2) is an arbitrary polynomial in r2 of degree m or less,

Lk ~ QL+An2) ¡r   r2 - n2   *''

where Q' means the derivative of Q with respect to r2. This completes the proof of

the theorem.

Several corollaries are immediate.

Corollary. The weights Dijk = AiBjCk are positive, and their sum is the

volume of the spherical shell.

Corollary. All evaluation points of the formula lie between the inner and outer

sphere of the spherical shell.

Corollary. The number of evaluation points is 8(m + l)3.
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Although 8(m + l)3 is the minimum number of points for the point configura-

tion we have chosen, it is not necessarily the minimum number for other point

configurations. For example, the formula developed by Hammer and Wymore [7]

for 7th degree accuracy utilizes only 27 points, whereas the formula developed

here uses 64 points for the same accuracy. The formulas presented here, however,

give formulas of arbitrarily high accuracy. (By removing the restriction that s

be of the form 4m + 3, which can be done, it is possible in some cases to reduce

the number of points below the number specified by 8(w + l)3.

4. The weights Ck and the zeros of Qm+i(r2). We list below, for m = 0 and for

m = 1, and for four values of the inner radius R, the polynomials Qm+iir2), their

zeros, and the weights Ck. (Decimal numbers are truncated, not rounded.)

m = 0

R = 0 Q^r2) = r2 - f

n2 = .60000 00000

R = i QM = r2 - |M

ri2 = .60892 85714

Cx =  .33333 33333

d = .32812 50000

QM - r2 - ^

r,2 = .66428 5714 .29166 66666

R= f

m = 1

R = 0

<2i(r2) = r2 -
2343

2960
rx2 = .79155 40540

Qiir2) = r* - ~ r2 +

TV

9    21
.28994 91979

r22 = .82116 19131

Ci = .19270 83333

Ci =  .13877 79991
Ci  - .19455 53342

QÁr2) r* -
107,605

94,472
r? = .31239 3379
r22 - .82662 1355

r2 +
5,464,615

21,161,728

d = .13890 8126
Ci  = .18921 6873

&(r2) = r*
5905

4599

n2 = .42940 5421

n2 = .85456 9355

r2 +
63,005

171,696

d = .13053 6459
C2 = .16113 0205

P = Q2ir2)  = r
2,046,079,840

1,302,513,408
f!2 = .65958 19

r22 = .91128 85

2   782,901,015T       1,302,513,408

Ci = .09166 95
C2 = .10103 87

Electric Boat Division
Groton, Connecticut

William H. Peirce
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On a Generalization of the Prime Pair Problem

1. Introduction. One of the many unsolved problems in the theory of prime

numbers concerns the celebrated conjecture by A. de Polignac [1] about primes

which differ by two. Prime pairs (or twin primes) are generally believed to consti-

tute an infinite set but to date no one has succeeded in proving or disproving this

conjecture.

It was established by Brun [2] that the sum of the reciprocals of all prime pairs

is bounded but whether this boundedness is due to the finiteness of the set or to

the "thinness" of an infinite set has not been determined.

2. Prime n-tuples. In generalizing from prime pairs to prime re-tuples we

must first define what is meant by a prime re-tuple.

Definition: a prime «-tuple is a set of « odd primes Pi, Pt, • • ■ pn such that

the difference Are = pn — pi is a non-trivial minimum.

The meaning of "non-trivial" will now be explained. For n = 3 we can exhibit

a set of three consecutive odd primes such that A3 = 4 (i.e., 3, 5, 7). We consider

this a trivial minimum, however, because (with one exception) in every set of

three consecutive odd integers one of the integers in the set is composite since

it is divisible by 3. The single exception to this rule is the case where the number

divisible by 3 is the number 3 itself. Generally, we consider a set of re consecutive

primes a trivial prime «-tuple if one of the primes of the set is always a factor of

one of the terms of any sequence of consecutive odd integers having the same value

for Are.


